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form the young gentleman as he should be, 'tis fit that
the governor should himself be well-bred. This is an art
not to be learnt from books. Nothing can give it but
good company and observation joined together.' * The
tutor, therefore, ought in the first place to be well-bred,
and a young gentleman who gets this one qualification
from his governor sets out with great advantage, and will
find that this one accomplishment will more open his
way to him, get him more friends, and Garry feini further in
the world than all the hard words or real knowledge he has
got from the liberal arts or his tutor's learned encyclopaedia.'
Locke goes on to demand more than this from his
ideal tutor, always in the spirit of Montaigne. ' Be-
sides being well-bred, the tutor should know the world
well; the ways, the humours, the follies, the cheats,
the faults of the age he is fallen into, and particularly
of the country he lives in.' The neglect of this often
leads to the excesses into which young men run as soon
as they are their own masters, (having been bred up in a
great ignorance of what the world truly is, and finding it
a quite other thing when they come into it ^than what
they were taught it should be.' c He that thinks not this
of-more moment to his son^ and for which he more
needs a governor, than the languages and learned
sciences, forgets of how much more use it is to judge
rightly of men, and manage his affairs wisely with them,
than to speak Greek and Latin or argue in mood and
figure, or to have his head filled with the abstruse specula-
tions of natural philosophy or metaphysics/ 'A great
part of the learning now in fashion in the schools of
Europe, and that ordinarily goes into the round of educa-
tion, a gentleman may in a good measure be unfurnished
with without any great disparagement to himself, or pre-
judice to his affairs. But prudence and good breeding

